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Gen Z Webinar
Key Takeaway #1
To market to them, we need to understand who they are. 

Life as they know it is full of conflict,
uncertainty, and anxiety. All of this plays
a part in the type of consumer Gen Z is. 
They are both a consumer of social media
and a consumer.

They are not aware of September 11

and have never known a peaceful world.

They watched their parents live and

suffer through the 2008 recession.

They watched their school funding get cut and 

never fully recovered as a result of the recession. 

The first election they could vote in was the 2016 

election. Hope has become nonexistent.

     85%
learn about 
new products
via social media

Some stats on social media

     83% trust other 
shoppers on
social media more
instead of advertising

     50% spend at
least 6 hours of
screen time on
their device daily

8 Takeaways From Our



Key Takeaway #3
Instagram shows you content from people you follow
TikTok offers you the best content from the platform.
TikTok's goal is to send you the content that they think you will like at that second, NOT feeding you the 

content from people you're following. 

1) The content performance is more turbulent. You can put all of your best practices into place, but 
sometimes you're going to fail. Investing in testing and learning is part of being successful on the 
platform. TikTok, in many ways, operates similarly to Twitter -- success on the platform means getting 
a few posts a week to do well. 

2) The audience size doesn't come into the equation AS significantly as it does on Instagram. But,
on the other hand, the audiences have grown more quickly, so again, it's essential to work to assess 
"audience vs. influence." 

Investing in boosting is an excellent way to safeguard to guarantee some minimum performance. 

However, it's still important to be tracking all of your organic performance (good or bad) in the spirit of 

compounding learnings. 

Key Takeaway #4
TikTok is a much less forgiving place than Instagram.
On Instagram, the worst-case scenario with an ineffective
post is users cross by, you get a low-performing post, and
the only comments are other influencers.
We need to respect their understanding of their audience their natural inclination toward lower-fi content 

and work with them to get their buy-in on a concept that will resonate most with their audience. Again, we 

want to be working with Gen Z creators to see into the window of your brand from the creator's point of 

view -- NOT try to reflect your exact point of view of how the brand should be presented. On TikTok, it's a 

bit of a different story.

Key Takeaway #2
Be a window, not a mirror. 
You don't necessarily want the content to be a mirror back to your brand - you want it to be a window. By 

allowing Gen Z creators to make content that feels natural to them, you're inviting a whole, trusting the 

audience to peep through the window into the world of your brand. Their audience can tell the difference. 

You hired them for a reason, build a fence, and let them play. 



These hashtags are FLOODED with videos created by Gen Z consumers. This type of rapid dissemination 

of info is speeding up the maturation of the industry. It forces us, marketers, to examine what we need 

versus what we've always just assumed as the norm. We track our payout data at Fohr, and in analyzing 

over $8M of payout data from the past 12 × months, we've seen a 44% increase in influencer rates across 

the board. Of course, many cultural and seismic shifts contribute to this, but our team reports that usage is 

one of the most frequently referenced levers in negotiation. 

Key Takeaway #6
Lots of fear around brand safety
due to TikTok the lack of filter. 
It's worth thinking that many Instagram influencers were born from blogs, which were, of course, POV, 

but were essentially e-commerce destinations. So the Instagram influencer world was born mainly out 

of accounts that promoted products and saw their platforms from the beginning as something they 

could monetize. For Gen Z, so many young people have RAPIDLY built audiences simply through 

self-expression and a desire to connect. We, marketers, are having to market WITH them, not at them. 

While some creators may be TOO risky to work with, we recommend examining your brand safety 

language for ambiguity or antiquations. 

Key Takeaway #7
TikTok is a sound-on platform. Act accordingly.
There is a lot of discussion about using trending sounds to boost content performance, but as the platform 

matures, rules, regulations, and best practices become clearer. Unfortunately, however, not all brands are 

playing by these rules right now, but we're forecasting there will be some significant wrist slaps on the way.

When Instagram influencers started making money, there wasn't an industry that existed yet or a precedent 

for talking about the ins and outs. So while many of TikTok's creators have only had an audience for a short 

period, they're getting savvier and savvier about contract watch-outs, negotiation, and landing brand deals. 

     #InfluencerTips
has over 168.M views

     #InfluencerMarketing
has over 50.6M views 

Key Takeaway #5
The business of influence is on
display with TikTok and Gen Z.



Key Takeaway #8
Virality isn't a reasonable expectation
for every campaign and every brand.
We need to start talking about building sustainable strategies and prioritizing persuasion over viral 

performance. Viral brand challenges and branded UGC used to be KPI's for Instagram influencer 

campaigns too, but then users became fatigued and didn't want to play anymore. 

And when we think about who is crushing it with viral challenges, Chipotle is a brand that springs to the top 

of the list. But that comes from nowhere. For Chipotle, social has been essential to everything they've done 

in the past ten years. They've invested more heavily, and they have this excellent authenticity. They have 

been showing up and participating in the culture and 'showing they can hang' for years. They've walked 

before they run. Audiences look at their challenges and say, "yes, I'll do that - Chipotle rules." They also have 

an incredibly accessible product.

But if you don't yet have that social cache, there's no easy, fast lane. It's not "can we do a challenge" - it's 

having years of experience in investing and learning and getting the best people in social to work for them 

and to keep building. Seeing a couple of million (or billion) views on your brand's hashtag is incredible, but 

it's not going to happen every day or for every brand, and it's not going to last forever. 


